PulpVision — stickies and dirt analyzer
Real-time contaminant measurement

capture and machine learning software for

Styrofoam, etc. The measurement prin-

pulp analyzer for the pulp and

data analysis. PulpVision is installed in a

ciple is based on a composite of multiple

bypass loop of the online process to quan-

attributes, including color, reflectance, and

with a high-speed camera for pulp image

tify contaminants such as: stickies, dirt,

translucence.

ANDRITZ PulpVision is a continuous

paper industry. The analyzer is equipped

www.andritz.com

We accept the challenge!

The challenge: To detect stickies and dirt
in-line before they contaminate key processes
Features

Not only can PulpVision monitor fiber
furnish quality, it can monitor the performance

To help operators collect the best informa-

Specifications
Sampling

of pulping process equipment and the qual-

tion, PulpVision’s features include:

ity of the pulp before it reaches the paper

 Real-time in-line sensor, no operator bias

machine. PulpVision troubleshoots operations

 Camera-based measurement

Installation requirements

by measuring stickies and dirt levels and the

 Minimal maintenance

Input power

2.9 kVA

size distribution of these at various process

 Response time of less than one second

locations. Manual detection is replaced with

 P roprietary “flow-through” design and

Input voltage

110/220 Vac

Input current

13 A

Short circuit current

5 kA

Water: Flush water

80-100 psi

automated detection of stickies and tracking of

“adaptive thresholding”

contamination levels. The PulpVision software

 Insensitive to flocculation and air bubbles

can be tailored to each mill’s unique stickies

 Measurements including ppm and count

and dirt characterization.



Protect machinery, storage tank, and stock preparation circuits
against stickies and dirt contamination



Replace manual detection with automated tracking of
contamination levels and automated stickies detection
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80 psi

Piping: Sample line

1 1/4 inch

Design temperature

35 °C

System protection

IP54

Connections
Data: E
 thernet connection
OPC DA connectivity
4-20 mA signal output (optional)
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Re-pulper
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Dilution water

for both stickies and dirt

Benefits

OCC

Single sample point/sensor

HD cleaners
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Fractionator
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Coarse screens
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Forward cleaner

Fine screens

Reverse cleaners

Drum filter

Storage
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